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Berlineo. Bringing 
people together 

 
Berlineo offers express 
translations at affordable price

When you order translation services at Berlineo 
agency you save both your time and money.  
No more waiting for an offer. A new tool which 
makes ordering translation so simple is now 
available to all of our clients.

 
Online translation platform 
available 24/7

Ordering translations has never been so easy. 
Now you can do it yourself - whenever and wherever 
you want.

 
We have gained trust of thousands 
of clients throughout Europe

Berlineo guarantees that translations are done only 
by professionals, so as to maintain highest quality 
standards.

Our translation agency ensures:

 ▪ attractive prices and short completion times

 ▪ proofreading of each translation

 ▪ solutions tailored to each company

 ▪ data security thanks to SSL encryption protocol

 ▪ confidentiality of all of your materials

Numerous language pairs and fields of 
expertise, as well as active support of our team

Berlineo stands for comprehensive approach to our 
clients’ needs. Advantages of our offer:

 ▪ express cost estimate

 ▪ professional advice

 ▪ comprehensive conference services

 ▪ translation memory management

Send the file

Select the 
language

Done!

Accept the price

berlineo.com



Online translation platform 
available NON-STOP.

The be-lingo.com ordering platform was designed 
so that all our clients can calculate translation 
costs themselves and place orders also outside 
normal business hours as well as on nonworking 
days. Now also on weekends or public holidays, at 
any time of day or night, you can obtain an estimate 
and order your translation. No more unnecessary 
formalities, no more waiting for an offer.

 

Stop wasting your precious time on traditional offers. Use our 
cutting edge tool and make use of our specialist services.

You will see for yourself that www.be-lingo.com is a user-
friendly solution made for clients like you.

ORDER USING BE-LINGO.COM

Easy-to-use translation platform

www.be-lingo.com is a professional tool which reduces 
the time needed to place an order to a minimum. In just 
a couple of minutes you will find out what the cost of your 
translation is and when it will be ready. If you accept the 
cost, you can place your order instantly. Then, you can 
follow the progress of work and, once the projects are 
completed, access all your source files and translations.

berlineo.com

http://be-lingo.com


Specialist  
translation  
services.

 
Comprehensive translation services

  
Localisation of websites, software 
and video games 
Localisation services in our offer are aimed at developers 
of games and software, as well as international companies 
offering their products and services around the globe.

Localisation is a complex process of adapting the source 
content. Texts are prepared in such a way as to be perceived 
by the target audience as if they were originally written in the 
target language.

Thanks to professionally localised texts, products and 
services offered worldwide have a greater chance of winning 
customers’ trust, which may have a decisive influence on 
their success on a particular target market.

LOCALISATION SERVICES

Thanks to years of experience and highly qualified translators  
we are ready for any undertaking. We can handle complex 
projects involving translation of specialist materials amounting 
to millions of source words.

Our professionalism and dedication have gained recognition 
among hundreds of European companies and renowned 
international corporations from various industries. We translate 
for companies from such sectors as: automotive industry, 
medicine, pharmaceutics, construction industry, clothing 
industry, FMCG.

Now you can become one of our satisfied clients too.

TRANSLATION SERVICES

berlineo.com

http://berlineo.com/en/offer/translation-services/localisation/
http://berlineo.com/en/offer/translation-services/


Expert tools supporting 
translation processes.

  
Translation memory and multilingual term bases

At Berlineo translation memory always works to our clients’ 
advantage. Each translation ordered is added to the data base 
containing all translation jobs done for a particular client.

Text fragments that reappear in various materials or projects 
automatically become hints for the purposes of current translation 
tasks. This, in turn, allows to significantly reduce completion 
time and lower the costs.

Key advantages for our clients

 terminological coherence                  reduced translation costs

 shorter completion times   import of existing term bases and memories

 
Coherence = savings + highest quality standards.
Thanks to optimum use of tools supporting translation 
processes and glossaries we can offer our clients professional 
translations at constant and reasonable prices. Translation 
memory and individual term bases allow us to guarantee 
highest quality standards.

Glossaries prepared in consultation with the clientsupport 
translation processes in all projects we are entrusted with.

Our software makes it also possible to import term 
bases and translation memories from other CAT tools.  
Now you don’t have to be tied to one translation agency.

berlineo.com



We apply a comprehensive 
approach to all of our 
clients’ needs.

  
Interpreting at conferences,  
training sessions or on the shop floor

Our verified interpreters perform well in all circumstances. 
Therefore we can provide interpreting services during 
official speeches, at international conferences, as well as 
training sessions with foreign instructors.

Apart from standard interpreting, our offer includes escort 
interpreting and long-term translation services during 
trainings, installation and start-up of machinery or at 
construction sites.

INTERPRETING SERVICES

  
Conference services  
from A to Z

We co-operate with experienced conference interpreters 
throughout the country and we are able to provide 
simultaneous interpreting services regardless of where 
the event is taking place.

We are always thoroughly prepared to each interpreting job 
and always rise to the challenge.

Our agency is also ready to provide comprehensive 
conference management services  to our clients: the venue, 
accommodation, catering services, technical support, 
conference interpreting, as well as a master of ceremonies.

CONfERENCE SERVICES

berlineo.com

http://berlineo.com/en/offer/translation-services/interpreting/
http://berlineo.com/en/offer/conference-services/

